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SIOBXEWfl OF UB1PEMKFXBD TVXXM OBJECTS

DISKS APPEAR OTKR MARRAKECH — Rabat, L'Echo da Maroc, 17 J*1 52

Marrakech (special correspondent) — At 2100 hours presumably on l6 July
19527, many people saw a large, luminous disk flying horizontally, with a leap-
ing"”and bounding motion. Then, there vas a hurst of light. A second disk of
smaller dimensions appeared, going off horizontally toward the southwest. The
whole appearance lasted about one minute

«

From several points of the Marrakech rrglon, luminous disks were seen
traveling at a dizzy speed.

J On Ik July, flying saucers had been seen over the Ifrane region, flying
toward Meknes.

L0MIS00S DISK OR BAIL SEES OVER MOULAX BOOSSELHAM — Rabat, X/lcfco du Haroc,

5 Ang 52

On 2 August 1952, at about 20k$ hours, a group of five trustworthy per*
sons saw a luminous disk or hall In the sky over Koulay Bouoselham, French Mo- .

roceo. The object, red In the center and bluish around the edge, flew very I

rapidly from southeast to northwest, remaining visible for at least 20 seconds
before It disappeared over the horizon.

LUMI5003 OBJECTS SEER OVER ALGERIA — Oran, Oran Republlcaln, l6 Aug 52

In Ain Sefra, on the night of.12 August 1952, a railroad agent observed a
ball of fire suddenly appearing against a background of clouds, racing across
the sky from east to west and leaving behind a luminous pink trail. Apparently
increasing in volume, the object stopped suddenly, became bright red, and
seemed to explode, but the observer did not hear any noise.
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At 2115 hours on 1*4 August 1$52, taro persona In the city of Constantine
eav a luminous object flying at high speed toward Guelma. According to the
vitneaees, the apparatus , vhlcb had no resemblance to a flying saucer, emitted
a very bright light. At the time this happened, tbs local vsather bureau had
not launched any vsather balloons.

The earns day, at 1920 hours, many people at the docks of ffeUlppevllle
eav in the efey an enormous red disk going from north t* vest, leaving behind
a greenish trail.

SAUCER-LIKE CRAFT SKHI JR SFA2H — Tangier, Xspmxm, 12 Aug $2

*ss •

According to the Clfra ness agency, cm the evening of 10 August 1952, a
resident of Cuenca, Spain, while walking along the Cuenen-Madrld road, sav an
object » imilar to the so-called firing saucers. It crossed the sky at high
speed In a natter .of seconds. The object vae round and gave off Wo luminous
trails. ~

.. .*

OBSERVE WO STRABGE FIXERS OBJECTS JR SPAXR — Tangier, Eepaaa, 22 Aug 52

Several Inhabitants of Puerto Real, 6 kilometers from San Fernando, re-
cently sav two elongated oval objects in the sky approaching each other from
opposite directions. When it seemed that they were about to collide, each ob-
ject made a right turn, picked up speed, and then disappeared. The objects

flew at a great height, seemed lead-grey in color, and appeared to be piloted.

UMUTOUS OBJECT SEEK OVER MALLORCA — Tangier, Repina, k Sep 52

On 3 September 1952, late at night, four professors of the Seraphic Sem-
inary in Palma, Mallorca Island, noticed a luminous disk In the sky, traveling
from vest to esst. They said that it could not have been a shooting star and
that they vere giving the report a* objectively m possible In its barest de-
tails to provide another item tor ^ study of the flying saucer phenomenon.

TWO METEOROLOGISTS SEE SAUCERS XB OTIOH OF SOUTH AFRICA — Oran, X.*Kcho A •Oran,

8 Sep 52

On the morning of 6 September 1952, a meteorologist vas taking ve&ther
observations in Durban, Onion of South Africa, vhen he sav a vhlte Object mov-
ing smoothly across his field of vision. * After tvo more had appeared and
passed in the same manner, he called a. coerorker, with vhom he observed three

more saucers. He vas able to follow one of them with m theodolite, which in-

dicated that the object vas at a high altitude. It had about the same shape
as a veather balloon vhich vae then at an altitude of on",/ 3,500 meters. The
spherical objects appeared to be at an altitude shove 6,500 meters*

Both men have been meteorologists for some time (the second man Is the di-
rector of the veather bureau at Ratal) • Their Information vas vrltten Into the
records of the local meteorclcslcal office.

THOUSANDS WITNESS SAUCER OVER MOROCCO AS) TARDIER — Casablanca, Maroe-Fresse,
22 Sep 52

On 21 September 1952, at about 1820 hours, an unusual object, possibly a
saucer, flew at great speed over Casablanca. Shortly afterwards, about 15 tel-
ephone calls vere received from local residents, and our Tangier correspondent
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called to say that he had sees the object going fro* east to vest at 1815 hours

(about 2-5 nitrates before It flew over CasablancaJ) * Also, tvo observers .la

the Hefiflk River valley vers Able to tine the passage of the object vitb a
chronometer; It vaa then 1817 hours, and the object was cooing free the direc-

tion of Rabat, traveling free east to vest.

Basra of the reports gave the follovlng details about the object: luminous,

cigar-shaped, and giving off a silvery smoke trail; a luminous, vhltlsh-green

globe ending In a long cone and flying shout TOO feet up, the sane as a plane

vhlch flew by at the »tM tine (outal&e of Casablanca) ; and a flawing, globe-

shaped bms trailing vhlte saoke in puffs, as though puff followed an explo-

sion — the object stopped short a potent and revolved on Itself, emitting a
shower of sparks about Its cone. ^

About 6,000 spectators at a boxing natch In Casablanca saw the object
pass over the arena. In Louis Qentll, nacrous persons sav It at l8l6 hours,

flying from east to vest. In Marrakech, It aade Its appsarsnee for 5* seconds

at 1830 hours', vhen it was clearly seen by three persons vho described it as

a meteor, again traveling from east to vest.

REPORT STRABOS OBJECT OVER TANGIER AMD PES — Fes, Le Courrier du Maroc,

22 Sep 52

On 21 September 1952, at 1815 hours, many people at a beach 17 kilometers

fron Tangier sav tevard the south a luminous disk of a diameter close to that

of the setting sun, flying horizontally from east to vest. After holding Its

course for about 12 seconds, the disk, which looked like a brightly illuminated

metal object, suddenly emitted two great streaks of flames and disappeared.

At 1820 hours, a strange object was also seen In the sky over Fes, French
Morocco, flying at high speed from east to vest and leaving behind a luminous

white trail.

PILOT GETS CLOSE VIEW OP SAUCER FOR BRIEF XHTEKVAL — Casablanca, Maroc-Presse,

23 Sep 52

The pilot of a tourist plane reports that on 21 September 1952, he flew

for 10 seconds and about 50 meters In the same direction as the flying saucer

so videly observed that day. This former military pilot, vhose name Is Crete,

answered specific questions put to him and gave the follovlng Information:

As he was preparing to land at an airfield In Casablanca, at 1825 hours,

he noticed the strange object shout 30 meters to -the left of his plane (a

ground mechanic later verified this, as he saw a luminous object fly between

himself and the plane). It was flying horizontally from east to vest, along

the same line of flight as that maintained by Crete. The latter was doing 220

kilometers an hoar at the time, at an altitude of k50 meters, and the object

vas going about twice as fast. He motioned to his passenger, vho saw it too.

It looked like a bright blue-green flame and had an oblong cigar-like shape.

He heard no noise coming from It. After it passed the plane, it disappeared

In the direction of the sea. The pilot did not attempt to pursue It, fearing

the same fate as that of the US pilot ^Captain Mantell7*

That same evening, in Aaenaour, French Morocco, a French couple and their

fare workers heard a loud explosion as the strange flying object passed by.

This is the first report ve have of any sound heard from such objects. Other

reports were received from Fes, Meknes, and Safi, where in each case the sight-

ing vas said to have occurred at 1820 hours*
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BELIEVE OBJECT OVER MOROCCO OHLT A METEOR — Rabat, L'Echo da Karoo, 22 Sep 52

On 21 September 1952, at 1BJ.8 heart, the mysterious flying cfcjeet teen Is

all Morocco and bej»nl vat observed orer Rabct. It aetu aore 1Italy, hoveva;

that thlt tine. It vac a neteor, becaate the trajectory of the Object eat

glees at rectilinear, It Aid sot maneuver In the eay eeaeert ere tald to do,

asd lt» entire body vae laeas&eeeest, vbleh it sot trot of flying Machine*

.

Vhe objaet vas variously deeerlbed at as orange-eolorad ball of fire, as

error, or a cone-shaped Object trailing a bright green-bine eland of tnoke,

heeding fren east to vest end parallel to the eeaat, and soring at the epeed

of a conventional plane at an altitude of about 1,000 aeters. The Object vas

visible for only a fetr seconds. After It passed a thin, vhite trail of eaoke

remained risible for shout 5 alnutoe.

-

GI7X DETAILS OR MYSTERIOUS OBJECT TLTIKJ OfSR IVOR! COAST — Abidjan, La Cate

d’Ivoire, 8 Oct 52

Three members of a family In Abidjan declared that shortly after 0130 ,

hours on 3 October 1952, a bright green light flashed from the east across the

sky, seemingly the exhaust of scan craft. The latter vas aoaentarlly motion-

less, at which time it seeaed orange red is color. Then It revolved about it-

self In a ring of fire, zig-zagging upward and remaining In the -same area of

the sky. As It moved. It assumed various shapes, flat, round, and oval. Its

eolor varied then from purple to gold. After many rapid, noiseless turns. It

dwindled In else, turned green, and disappeared — that vae at about 0200 hours.

The three observers gave the Impression of being quite level-headed.
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